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MATURITY LEVEL RATING

EU27 Average | Austria (AT)

2015 | 0% | #3
2016 | 20% | #5
2017 | 40% | #13
2018 | 60% | #16
2019 | 80% | #15
2020 | 100% | #7
2021 | 120% | #17
2022 | 120% | #17

AT Ranking

Policy #19
Portal #14
Impact #22
Quality #17

Austria (AT) | EU27
Policy
84% | 86%
Portal
90% | 83%
Impact
59% | 71%
Quality
80% | 77%
Overall
79% | 79%

OVERALL MATURITY LEVEL SEGMENTATION

Beginners
Followers
Fast trackers
Trend setters
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DIMENSION PERFORMANCE

Policy

- Policy Framework: 85%
- Governance: 92%
- Implementation: 71%

Impact

- Awareness: 100%
- Measuring Reuse: 36%
- Created Impact: 45%
- Political: 78%
- Social: 58%
- Environmental: 10%
- Economic: 20%

Portal

- Portal features: 86%
- Portal usage: 100%
- Data provision: 87%
- Portal sustainability: 89%

Quality

- Monitoring and measures: 78%
- Currency and completeness: 50%
- DCAT-AP Compliance: 97%
- Deployment quality: 86%